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In this article we give the proof theoretical foundations of an extension of Prolog, to
be called mj-Prolog, for dealing with representations of recursive functions, as Prolog deals with terms. In opposition to other related systems, mj-Prolog remains in
the framework of rst order intuitionistic logic, recursive functions are determined and
represented by equations that on one side have the usual interpretation in rst order
logic and on the other side can be used as term reduction system for evaluating the
function. Section 1 deals with proof theoretical foundations of classical logic programming, but emphasis is given only in the logical part that is common to mj-Prolog, not
in the search of unknown terms, because in it lies the main di erence with mj-Prolog.
Section 2 deals with equations systems for specifying unknown recursive functions, the
solving of these systems in mj-Prolog corresponds to the uni cation in Prolog. Section 3 brings the matter of sections 1 and 2 together, it shows how logic programming
can be used for stating systems of equations that specify recursive functions.

1 Foundations of Classical Logic Programming
In this section we deal with proof theoretical foundations of classical logic programming,
classical in the sense that we do not deal with search of other objects than terms, only
a short note at the end of x9 points to the use of unknowns for delaying the selection
of terms to be found later by uni cation, lifting in this classical context is not treated,
it may be found in [16]. From the logical point of view, we are dealing with the
hereditary Harrop formulae introduced to logic programming as a generalization of
horn clauses in [12], but we deal with it in the context of Gentzen's calculus NJ and
Prawitz' normal form, not in the context of LJ and the the uniform proofs of [12]. We
deal with intuitionistic predicate logic, but subsection 1.5 deals with a restriction of
hereditary Harrop formulae that suces for expressing classical predicate logic with
the help of negation axioms, and subsection 1.6 deals with a further restriction in which
intuitionistic and classical logic coincide, the generalized horn clauses treated there and
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originally from [17] are a generalization of the horn clauses in the original Prolog. The
equality axioms in section 2 are generalized horn clauses.

1.1 Gentzen's Natural Deduction
x1

Terms, formulae, sequents

We consider open formulae recursively built starting from open atomic formulae with the following logical symbols:  for implication, ^ for conjunction, _ for
disjunction, 8 for universal quanti cation, 9 for existential quanti cation. An open
atomic formula is built with an n-ary predicate symbol of the language, perhaps
0-ary, and n open terms. We have two in nite sets of auxiliary 0-ary function symbols
in the language: symbols for variables to be bound by quanti ers and symbols for
free variables denoting arbitrary constants. Open terms are recursively built with
variables, free variables and other function symbols of the language. A formula
is an open formula that does not contain any variable not bound by a quanti er. A
term is an open term not containing any variable. Free variables are allowed to occur
in formulae and terms. A sequent  ` is a pair consisting of a ( nite, perhaps
empty) list  of formulae, its antecedent containing its assumptions, and a formula
, its succedent. All symbols we are considering are from a set L, a language for the
predicate logic.

x2

The calculus NJ for negationless logic

The following calculus corresponds to Johanssons NM in [5] if we allow a 0-ary
predicate symbol 2 denoting contradiction. Although Gentzen's intuitionistic calculus
NJ for natural deduction has three schemata more for the negation, we continue using
the name NJ.
GS :  ` ;
FE : [`f g` ;

UE : `` ;^` ;

FB :  ` ;``  ;
UB1 :  ` ` ^ ; UB2 :  ` ` ^ ;

OE1 :  ` ` _ ; OE2 :  ` ` _ ; OB :  ` _ ; [ f `g ` ; [ f g ` ;
AE : ``8'v'[q[]v];

[v ]
AB : ``8v'
'[t] ;

'[t] ;
EE : ``9v'
[v ]

EB :  ` 9v'[v];`[ f'[q]g ` :
2

Conditions:
 The succedent of the undersequent  ` of GS should be a member of the

antecedent .
 The expressions  [ f g,  [ f g and  [ f'[q]g in the OB-, FE- and EBschemata represent the new antecedents obtained by appending the formulae ,
, and respectively '[q] to , these formulae are the assumptions discharged
by the OB-, FE- or EB-rule.
 '[v] in AE, AB, EE and EB represents an open formula, '[s] represent a formula
obtained by substituting the variable v in '[v] by the term s, where s is q or t.
 The q in AE and EB represents a free variable called proper variable of the
rule, this free variable q should appear neither in '[v] nor in a formula of the
undersequent of the rule.
 The expression t in AB and EE represents a term.
 The proper variable q of an AE- or EB-rule, or the term t of an AB- or EE-rule
is the only auxiliary term of the rule, the other rules have no auxiliary term.
E (Einfuhrung) stays for the introduction rules, and B (Beseitigung) for the elimination rules. F (folgt) stays for , U (und) for ^, O (oder) for _, A (all) for 8, E
(existiert) for 9. In Prawitz' natural deduction [15], the English names  I ,  E , &I ,
&E , _I , _E , 8I , 8E , 9I , 9E are used instead of Gentzen's German names FE, FB,
UE, UB, OE, OB, AE, AB, EE, EB.
The antecedent of an oversequent of a rule is either identical to the antecedent of
the undersequent or contains a formula more, the formula discharged by a OB-, FE- or
EB-rule. Gentzen [4] and Prawitz [15] consider natural deduction as derivations with
NJ, but writing down only the succedents, keeping track of the original assumptions
(in GS-rules) and of their discharging in the deduction process. In later work, Gentzen
considered NJ as a sequent calculus like his LJ.

x3

Unambiguous proper variables

An NJ-composition  has unambiguous proper variables if proper variables of
di erent rules in it are formally di erent and each proper variable appears at most in
sequents above the undersequent of its rule (of course excluding this undersequent).
Renaming the proper variables of such a NJ-composition with new (not appearing in
) symbols for free variables, formally di erent proper variables with formally di erent
symbols, leads again to a NJ-composition with unambiguous proper variables.
If, for example, q appears as proper variable of two rules and in the endsequent,
then a single renaming would replace q by a q0 that would also appear in these three
places. In spite of it, following 3.10, page 198 in [4], one can nd for every NJcomposition  a similar NJ-composition 0 with unambiguous proper variables and
with the same endsequent, so that each rstsequent of 0 is obtained by renaming the
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symbols for free variables in a corresponding rstsequent of  (all occurrences of a q
in the sequent with the same q0). The NJ-composition 0 is found recursively on the
number of nodes in ; for the oversequents of the rule r in  whose undersequent is the
endsequent of  one has shorter NJ-compositions (subtrees of ), and hence one can
nd NJ-compositions of them with unambiguous proper variables; since these proper
variables can be renamed, one can demand that proper variables appearing in di erent
compositions also be di erent and do not appear in the undersequent of r (endsequent
of ), these NJ-compositions together with r form the desired NJ-composition 0. The
0 obtained in this way is, independent of the symbols for free variables selected in the
process, unique up to renaming of proper variables.
Since we consider rules with di erent auxiliary terms as di erent, even if they are
formally equal, we also consider the occurrence of a proper variable in an auxiliary term
as an occurrence in the rule, even if the auxiliary term is not part of the oversequent
or undersequent of the rule. For example, this may happen with an EE- or AB-rule
whose oversequent coincide with its undersequent. Because of this, the renamings
on the above recursive procedure must be also done in the auxiliary terms of such
pathological rules.

x4

NJ-Validity structural rules

We say that a rule is NJ-valid, if from NJ-derivations of its oversequents one can
build an NJ-derivation of its undersequent. A schema is NJ-valid, if all its rules are
NJ-valid.
We consider now schemata of the form
`;
0 ` 
where (1) 0 is obtained by inserting some formulae in , (2) 0 is obtained by exchanging the order of the formulae in  and (3) 0 is obtained by deleting a formula of 
that is formally equal to another. In the rst case the schema is called, according to [4],
Verdunnung, in the second Vertauschung and in the third Zusammenziehung.
These are the three schemata for structure rules (in the antecedent)
Every structure rule is NJ-valid. A derivation of its oversequent  `  is easily
transformed into a derivation of its undersequent 0 `  by making some changes in
each sequent, from the endsequent to the leaves, so that each rule in the derivation is
transformed into a similar rule of the same schema. Only in the case of Verdunnung,
it is necessary to rst transform the NJ-derivation of  `  into one with unambiguous
proper variables and then to rename the proper variables, so that no one occurs in a
formula added to  for obtaining 0.
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1.2 De nite and Goal Formulae, Decomposition of De nite
Formulae
x5

D- and G-Formulae, P-sequents

Using the concepts introduced in [15], pages 15 and 43, we de ne (open) D-formulae
as the (open) formulae not containing a (open) positive subformula whose principal
sign is 9 or _, and (open) G-formulae as the (open) formulae not containing a (open)
negative subformulae whose principal sign is 9 or _. An (open) A-formula is an
atomic one. An equivalent de nition for de ning open D- and G-formula can be given
as in [6] by simultaneous recursion:
D := Aj8vDjD1 ^ D2jG  D;
G := Aj9vGj8vGjG1 _ G2jG1 ^ G2jD  G:
An open formula is simultaneously an open D-formula and an open G-formula if and
only if it contains neither 9 nor _. A P-sequent is a sequent whose succedent is
a G-formula and whose assumptions are D-formulae. In these de nitions introduced
in [6], D stays for \de nite", G for \goal" and P for \program".

x6

D-, G- and T-sequences

A partial D-sequence for a D-formula ' begins with ' and is recursively built
using the following rules for nding a successor for a formula:
 An atomic formula has no successor.
 A successor of 8v [v] is a formula of the form [t], where t is a selected auxiliary
term.
 A successor of 1 ^ 2 is 1 or 2; we say that the rst or respectively that the
second subformula was selected.
 The successor of 1  2 is 2, the formula 1 is the eliminated formula.
Each step leads from a D-formula to a new D-formula, we will never reach a formula
having _ or 9 as principal sign, we can hence continue until reaching an atomic formula.
A partial D-sequence ending with an atomic formula is a D-sequence. Each eliminated
formula is a G-formula, the sequence of them is the G-sequence of the (partial) Dsequence. The sequence of selected auxiliary terms is its T-sequence.
Two D-sequences are equal if and only if they begin with the same formula and
were constructed following the same steps. Otherwise they are di erent, even if they
are formally equal, this may happen when there is a formula in the D-sequence of the
form 8v [v] where [v] is not explicitly dependent on v or a formula of the form ^ .
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x7

Unknowns for delaying the selection of the T-sequence

Two D-sequences are similar if they begin with the same formula and, with the only
possible exception of the selected auxiliary terms, were constructed following the same
steps. There are nitely many similarity classes of D-sequences for a '.
If we admit in our signature in nitely many new auxiliary 0-ary functional symbols
to be called unknowns, we can construct D-sequences for ' by only selecting new
unknowns as auxiliary terms. Such D-sequences are most general. Every D-sequence
is obtained by substituting the unknowns used as auxiliary terms in a similar most
general D-sequence, and its G-sequence is obtained with the same substitution. Every
element of a similarity class can be obtained by such substitutions in a most general
representant.

1.3 The Calculus mj for P-sequents
x8

The m-schema

Let  be a tree composed with a GS-rule and some FB-, AB- and UB-rules, so that
its rstsequents are the left oversequents of its FB-rules and the rest of its sequents
builds a thread beginning with the undersequent  `  of the GS-rule and ending
with a sequent having an atomic formula as succedent, the endsequent of the tree. Let
 be the list of succedents of the thread. Then,  is a D-sequence for , the list of
succedents of the rstsequents of the tree is the G-sequence of , all the sequents of
the tree have  as antecedent. In this way we have a bijective correspondence between
such trees and the pairs (; ) consisting of a list  of formulae and a D-sequence 
for a D-formula  in . We can summarize the whole tree with a rule m(; ) all of
whose sequents have  as antecedent, whose undersequent has the last formula of  as
succedent, the list of succedents of its oversequents is the G-sequence of . The terms
in the T-sequence of  are the auxiliary terms of the rule m(; ). For di erent 
or di erent  we consider the corresponding m(; ) to be di erent m-rules, even in
the case of formal equality.

x9

The calculus mj

If  consist of D-formulae, then an m(; ) rule consists of P-sequents. If the
undersequent of an m-, FE-, UE-, OE-, AE- or EE-rule is a P-Sequent, then also are
its oversequents. The rules of the calculus mj are the m-, FE-, UE-, OE-, AE- and
EE-rules consisting of P-sequents. Only m-, AE- and EE-rules of mj have auxiliary
terms. It is a calculus for building deductions of P-sequents, to be applied backwards
to reduce the derivability of a P-sequent to the derivability of other P-sequents, its
correctness with respect to NJ is provided in the paragraph above.
The schema for a reduction is determined by the principal sign of the succedent of
the P-sequent: the m-schema is for atomic succedents, FE, UE, OE, AE and EE for
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succedents with principal sign , ^, _, 8 or respectively 9. If the principal sign is
 or ^, there is only one possible reduction with an FE- or UE-rule. If it is _, then
there are two possible reductions with OE-rules. If it is 8, then there are in nitely

many reductions with AE-rules, but they are equivalent up to renaming the proper
variable. If it is 9, then there is one for each selected auxiliary term, but the selection
can be postponed using an unknown. If it is atomic, then there is one for each selected
D-sequence, but postponing the selection of the auxiliary terms in the T-sequence
by taking unknowns, there are rst nitely many possibilities. This is the analytic
property of mj.

x10

The subformula property of mj, tracing symbols, proper variables of a sequent

The formulae and are immediate subformula of the larger formulae ^ ,
_ and  . The formula '(t), where t is a term, is an immediate subformula
of the larger formulae 8v'(v) and 9v'(v). The formula is a subformula of ',
if there is a sequence of formulae beginning with ' and ending with , such that the
successor is an immediate subformula of the predecessor. | Every symbol appearing in
an oversequent of an mj-rule appears either in its undersequent or in an auxiliary term
of it. Every formula of an oversequent of an mj-rule is a subformula of its undersequent.
This is the subformula property of mj, it is shared with LJ, but not with NJ.
We have the concept of the proper variable of an mj-rule. The proper variables of
an mj-composition tree are the proper variables of its mj-rules. For de ning the concept
of proper variables of a sequent in such a tree we need the concept of a thread. A thread
in an mj-composition is a sequence A0, A1, : : : An of sequents in it, such that every Ai+1
is an oversequent of the rule of the mj-composition having Ai as undersequent; these
rules are also considered part of the thread. There is exactly one thread beginning
with the endsequent of an mj-composition and ending with a given sequent S in it, the
subformula property implies that every symbol of the given sequent S can be traced
until an auxiliary term of a rule in this thread or until the endsequent; the list Q of
proper variables of AE-rules in this thread, in the order they appear in the thread, is
called the list of proper variables of S ; the symbols for free variables in this thread
that can be traced until the endsequent or until an auxiliary term of an EE- or m-rule
are called the proper arbitrary constants of S .
The de nition and results in x3 holds also for mj. If an mj-composition has unambiguous proper variables, then the list of proper variables of a sequent in it consists of
formally di erent symbols.

1.4 The Calculus mj and Prawitz' Normal Form
x11

Long normal form and mj-derivations

The segments of a normal deduction in the sense of [15] containing neither OB- (_
E) nor EB-rules (9 E) have only one formula. A derivation not containing these rules
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and whose minimum segments in its paths are atomic is said to be in long normal

form.

Our mj can be seen as a calculus for representing deductions in long normal form of
P-sequents. A deduction in mj can be transformed into a deduction in long normal form
by substituting the m-rules with the corresponding combinations of GS (assumption),
FB ( E), UB (^ E) and AB (8 E). The E-parts of its paths correspond to the
threads by which the m(; )-rules have been substituted, the minimum segments in
its paths correspond to the atomic succedents of the undersequents of the m-rules.
The converse transformation is also possible, a deduction in long normal form of a
P-sequent can be recursively transformed into an mj-derivation: the E-part of each
path  containing the endsequent is a D-sequence to be substituted by an m-rule, the
smaller deductions above the minor premises of FB-rules ( E ) whose major premises
are on  are substituted by corresponding deductions in mj (obtained by the recursive
process).

x12

Deductions of P-sequents in Prawitz' normal form

A normal deduction of a G-formula from a set of D-formulae does not contain 9E
or _E rules. Every assumption in such a deduction, discharged or not, is a D-formula.
Consequences of E-rules in the deduction are D-formulae, consequences of I-rules are
G-formulae. Minimum formulae of its paths are D- and G-formulae at the same time
(i. e. they contain neither 9 nor _). We prove this by induction on the size of such a
natural deduction  of a G-formula from a set of D-formulae. If the end-formula E of
 is the conclusion of an E-rule, then a path  containing E has no minor premise of an
9E or _E rule; otherwise, as in the proof of corollary 6 of [15], the major premise M of
this rule would be a strictly positive subformula of a formula in (namely, of the rst
formula of a path containing it, this rst formula cannot be discharged in  because M
is in the E-part of the path and below M there is no  I rule), but this cannot be the
case because the principal sign of M is 9 or _. Hence,  is the only path in  containing
the end-formula E , its rst formula is in (as above, it cannot be discharged), every
formula in  is a D-formula because it is a strictly positive subformula of the rst
formula,  contains neither minor nor major premises (the latter are not D-formulae)
of 9E or _E . We can now decompose  in the path  and the subtrees of  above
minor premises of  E rules whose major premises are in ; these minor premises
are G-formulae (because the major premises are D-formulae) and the assumptions of
these subtrees are subsets of ; by inductive hypothesis, the proposition holds for these
subtrees, and hence also for . All that remains is to prove the proposition for the case
that the end-formula E of  is the conclusion of an I-rule. By deleting the end formula,
we get a smaller deduction, or two in the case where this formula is the conclusion of
^I , whose end-sequent is a G-formula and whose assumptions are D-formulae (the
assumptions are the same of , except in the case that the end-sequent is D  G
where the D-formula D is added). Since for the smaller deductions the proposition
holds by inductive hypothesis, it also holds for .
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x13

Completeness of mj

For proving the completeness of mj with respect to NJ it is enough to nd a deduction
in long normal form for each NJ-derivable P-sequent. Since for the NJ-derivable Psequent there is always a normal deduction, it is enough to prove that this deduction
can be transformed into a deduction in long normal form, and for this we use the results
of the paragraph above.
A normal deduction of a G-formula from a set of D-formulae can be transformed into
a normal deduction whose paths have atomic minimum formulae. For proving this, we
enlarge the paths of the original deduction as done in Lemma 6.5.3, page 154 of [18].
The minimum formula M of a path does not contain _ or 9. If the minimum formula is
of the form F1  F2, we can add F1 to the assumptions, enlarge the E-part by adding
F2 at its end and enlarge the I-part by deducing F1  F2 from F2 discharging F1. If the
minimum formula is of the form 8vF , we can enlarge the E-part by deducing F [a=v]
with 8E , where a is a new symbol for free variables, and enlarge the I-part by deducing
8vF with 8I . If the minimum formula is of the form F1 ^ F2, we can duplicate the
subtree above this formula, in one of the copies enlarge the E-part by deducing F1 with
^E , in the other copy enlarge it by deducing F2, and then we can paste both trees
by deducing F1 ^ F2 with ^I . One can begin enlarging each path  containing the
end-formula, and continue with the paths of the subtrees above the minor premises of
 I rules whose major premises are in , the termination of this process is proved by
double induction, on the depth of the deduction and on the total amount of connectives
in the minimum formulae of the paths .

x14

mj-Derivations and LJ-derivations, Uniform Proofs

The introduction rules FE, UE, OE, AE and EE of mj are identical to the introduction in succedent rules FES, UES, OES, AES and EES of Gentzen's LJ. The rule
m(; ) of mj, where  begins with  2  and ends with A, can be seen as a composition of a GS-rule, some rules for introduction in the antecedent FEA, UEA and AEA,
and a \Zusammenziehung" rule forming a thread, so that the active formulae of the
introduction rules in the antecedent forms a sequence corresponding to the reverse of
, so that the \Zusammenziehung" rule contracts the last formula  of this sequence
with a copy of it present from the beginning. Of course, some details should be xed
by selecting an appropriate variant of LJ. This enables us to build a correspondence
between mj-derivations and a class of LJ-derivations similar to the correspondence between mj-derivations and deductions in long normal form introduced in x11. This class
of LJ-derivations corresponds to the uniform proofs in [6]. It should be no surprise,
since in the context of uniform proofs calculi similar to mj were stated, in [7] one for
a fragment of intuitionistic linear logic. Behind this correspondence is the well known
correspondence between normal NJ and normal LJ proofs, see for example [15] or [13]
for more details.
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1.5 The f 8g-Segment
;

x15

Head and body

For a list V of variables and an open formula  we denote with V  the open formula
obtained by putting in front of  a block of universal quanti ers with the variables of
V , in the same order they appear in V . For (possibly empty) lists Vn , : : : , V1, V0 of
variables and a list n, : : : , 1, 0 of open formulae, we de ne the list 0, : : : , n of open
formulae recursively, so that 0 is V0 0 and k+1 is Vk+1 (k+1  k ). With
Vnn &    &V11  V0 0
we denote the last de ned open formula n. Of course, for n = 0 this open formula is
V00.
An (open) f; 8g-formula is one not containing other logical signs than  and 8, it is
an (open) D- and G-formula at the same time. It is not dicult to see that every open
f; 8g-formula  can be expressed in a unique way as Vn n &    &V11  V00 with an
atomic 0. In this case, the list n , : : : , 1 is denoted by body() and called body of ,
the open atomic formula 0 is denoted by head() and called head of . The universal
quanti ers binding the variables in Vn , : : : , V1 , V0 are the principal quanti ers of ;
they can be moved, perhaps after a renaming, to the left for obtaining an equivalent
open formula whose principal quanti ers build a block at front of it.

x16

Instantiation

A principal quanti er of a f; 8g-formula can be deleted and the variables bound
by it substituted by a term for obtaining a new formula implied by the original. For
a f; 8g-formula  and a list T of terms, one de nes the instance T   of  as the
f; 8g-formula obtained by deleting principal quanti ers in , from left to right, and
substituting the variables bound by them by the terms of T , from left to right, until
all principal quanti ers are deleted or until there are no more terms in T for the rest
of the principal quanti ers. The instance T   can also be recursively de ned by the
following equations:
[]  
= ;
T A
= A;
(R  S )   = S  (R   );
T  (   ) =   (T   );
[t]  (8v ) =  v!t;
where [] denotes the empty list, A an atomic formula, R  S the concatenation of R and
S , [t] the list containing only t, and  v!t the formula obtained by substituting v by t.
The variables substituted by a term t in this instantiation process correspond to the
elimination of a universal quanti er with the auxiliary term t in the process of building
a D-sequence. The process of building a D-sequence  for a f; 8g-formula  depends
only on the selected T-sequence T that has as much elements as principal quanti ers in
10

, the last formula in  is head(T  ), the corresponding G-sequence body(T  ). And
conversely, if T has so much terms as principal quanti ers in , then one can construct
a D-sequence  with T as T-sequence, so that head(T  ) is the last element in  and
body(T  ) the corresponding G-sequence.

x17

m-, d- and g-rules

An f; 8g-sequent is one consisting of only f; 8g-rules. If the undersequent of an
mj-rule is a f; 8g-sequent, then also its oversequents. Hence, restricting mj-schemata
to f; 8g-sequents does not alter mj-derivability of f; 8g-sequents. FE-, AE- and mrules restricted to f; 8g-sequents are denoted by d( ` '), g( ` '; q) and m(; ; T ),
where  ` ' is the undersequent of the FE- and AE-rules, q the proper variable of the
AE-rule,  and T the rst formula end the T-sequence of  in the m(; )-rule.

x18

Negation Axioms, classical predicate logic, an intuitionistic segment

Let 2 be a 0-ary predicated symbol representing contradiction. As usual, we can
paraphrase the negation : of a formula  with   2, and any usual connective of
classical logic using :,  and 8. For each predicate symbol R let wjR be a formula of
the form 8v(2  R(v)) and wkR a formula of the form 8v(((R(v)  2)  2)  R(v)).
Let wj be a list (the set) built with all the wjR and wk with wkR, these are the
sets of intuitionistic and classical negation axioms. Let  be the list of axioms of
a theory, of additional postulates in the sense of the calculus in [8], page 82 (or a
similar one). The formulae ' derivable in this calculus coincide with the ones such
that wk [  ` ' is mj-derivable, or equivalently, NJ-derivable. The proof consists, as
expected, in checking that the rules of one calculus is valid in the other. A special r^ole
plays the NJ-derivability of wk [  ` ', where ' is a formula ((  2)  2)  
of the schema (postulate) 8 of [8]. We see this by reducing the sequent with mj:
after d- and g-reductions it is sucient to add (  2)  2 and every formula in
body(Q  ) to the antecedent and consider the succedent head(Q  ); the latter
formula is atomic with a predicate symbol R and a list of arguments T , after an mreduction considering T  wkR;2 = ((head(Q  )  2)  2)  head(Q  ) it is
sucient to consider the succedent (head(Q  )  2)  2; after a d-reduction it is
sucient to add head(Q  )  2 to the antecedent and consider the succedent 2; after
an m-reduction considering the rst formula added to the antecedent it is sucient
to consider the succedent   2; after a d-reduction it is sucient to add  to the
antecedent and consider the succedent 2; after an m-reduction considering the formula
head(Q  )  2 in the antecedent it is sucient to consider the succedent head(Q  );
after an m-reduction considering the formula  in the antecedent it is sucient to
consider succedents from body(Q  ); all these formulae are in the set of assumptions,
an m-reduction for each of them con rms their derivability.
Although similarly the mj-derivability of wj ` 2   holds, the above argument
does not hold for intuitionistic logic: not all usual logical symbols can be paraphrased
with :,  and 8 in intuitionistic logic. Using Prawitz' Normal form (or Gentzen's
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Hauptsatz), we can prove that a sequent  ` ' containing no other logical symbols
than :,  and 8 is intuitionistically derivable if and only if, after paraphrasing : with
2 and , wj [  ` ' is mj-derivable.

x19

Restart as an alternative to contradiction axioms

Among all possible mj-reductions of a sequent  ` A with an atomic A and 
containing the axioms wk, there is always the one with the m-schema and the appropriate wkR leading to  ` (A  2)  2; this latter sequent can only be reduced
to  [ fA  2g ` 2 with the d-schema; this sequent should be reduced with the
m-schema, for this a  2  [ fA  2g and an appropriate T , so that head(T  )
and 2 coincide, are necessary; the formula A  2 is one of such formulae , the set 
may contain other such formulae, especially the ones of the form B  2 added to  in
reductions with the m-schema using a wkR; now it is clear what the possible reductions
are, this leads to the following remark: adding the contradiction axioms wk is equivalent to the introduction of the restart-rule, this rule allows to reduce sequents  ` A
whose succedent A is atomic to sequents  ` B , where B is either 2 or the atomic
succedent of an \ancestor" sequent  ` B of the proof process, of course, reductions
of  ` A with the m-schema remain possible. | Adding the axioms wj is equivalent
to the introduction of the similar rule that allows to replace an atomic succedent by 2
in the sequent to be reduced.
The restart rule is implicit in traditional tableaux methods, it may be seen as a
consequence of the fact that succedents of sequents in LK-rules may contain more than
one formula. The use of a restart rule in intuitionistic tableaux methods is correct
until some extent: all LK-schemata, with the exception of FES and NES, are valid in
intuitionistic logic (FES and NES also if succedents contain no more than one formula).
The restart-rule appears also in other proof procedures used today in logic programming
and automatic theorem proving.

1.6 Generalized Horn Sequents
x20

Generalized horn clauses and sequents

A generalized horn clause is, as de ned in [17], a formula having all its principal quanti ers as a block at the beginning, such that head() is atomic and that all
formulae in body() are universal quanti ed atomic open formulae. A generalized
horn sequent is a sequent  ` ' consisting only of generalized horn clauses, whose
antecedent  contains no free variable and whose succedent ' is a universal quanti ed
atomic open formula. A generalized horn sequent  ` ' can only be reduced with the
m- and g-schemata to generalized horn sequents having the same antecedent . From
this and the validity of the restart rule follows: if  ` ' of this form is derivable in
classical logic, then either itself or  ` 2 is derivable in minimal logic. Furthermore,
if no formula in  has 2 as head, then, as in the case of common SLD-Resolution and
as noted in [17], minimal, intuitionistic and classical derivability of  ` ' coincide.
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x21

Contradiction and contradictions

Let  be a list of generalized horn formulae containing no free variable. Let a list
of universal quanti ed atomic open formulae, to be called as 2 contradictions, and
2 the list of generalized horn sequents obtained by substituting each in by  2.
If  ` for a in [f2g is mj-derivable, then obviously also  [ 2 ` 2. Conversely,
if  [ 2 ` 2 is mj-derivable, then also  ` for a in [ f2g: the mj-derivation of
 [ 2 ` 2 contains only sequents whose antecedent is  [ 2 , either contains a rule
m( [ 2 ; 2; T ) whose 2 is in 2 or not, in the latter case we can delete 2 from
the antecedents of the sequents in the mj-derivation for obtaining an mj-derivation of
 ` 2, in the former case we can nd such an m-rule m( [ 2 ; 2 ; T ), so that no
other is in the subtree over its oversequent  [ 2 ` , this subtree can be converted
into an mj-derivation of  ` by deleting 2 in the antecedents of its sequents.

x22

Open m-rules and schemata

For a generalized horn clause  of the form
8v(8vnAn(v; vn)&    &8v1A1(v; v1)  A0(v))
not containing free variables, where the Ai are open atomic formulae, for a list of
open terms t(w ) not containing free variables and whose variables are in w , and for
renamings vn0 , : : : , v10 of the variables in the lists vn, : : : , v1 not containing variables
from w, we de ne the rule
An(t(w); vn0 ); : : : A1(t(w ); v10 )
A0(t(w))
for deriving an atomic open formulae from atomic open formulae. We call the rules
won in this way from  the open m-rules for (corresponding to) , the schema for
building the rules the open m-schema.
If  is in a list , then substituting the overformulae Ai(t(w); vi0) of the introduced
open m-rule by the sequent  ` 8w8vi0Ai(t(w ); vi0) and the underformula A0(t(w))
by the sequent  ` 8wA
 0(t(w)) yields an mj-valid rule, a composition of an m-rule
corresponding to  with g-rules under its undersequent and with g-rules followed by ABrules (mj-valid) over its oversequents. This tells us, how to understand open m-rules:
variables occurring in an open atomic formula of the rule should be seen as universally
quanti ed in front of the formula, even if they are formally equal to variables in other
open formulae of the rule; the formula  should be seen as a member of a list of axioms
, as in calculi like Hilbert's one.
A generalized horn sequent  ` 8wA
 (w) not containing free variables is mj-derivable
if and only if A(w) is derivable with open m-rules corresponding to formulae in . The
above remark on the validity of the open m-rules con rms the contrapositive. In an
mj-deduction of a generalized horn sequent we can group each m-rule with the g-rules
that are immediately below its undersequent, we can transform the mj-derivation into
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a derivation with open m-rules recursively on the number of these groups, or of m-rules.
Let
 ` 8vnAn(t(q); vn); : : :  ` 8v1A1(t(q); v1)
 ` A0(t(q))
be the last m-rule in such a deduction, corresponding to  2 , obtained by substituting
the variables bound by the principal quanti ers by t(q). Below the undersequent  `
A0(t(q)) are applications of g-rules generalizing at least the free variables in q that
explicitly appear in  ` A0(t(q)), we can add more g-rules in order that all free
variables in q be substituted by variables w , this can be done because at the end we
will delete the quanti ers. In this m-rule we can delete the the antecedents  `, delete
the universal quanti ers 8vi, rename the vi with vi0 not containing variables in w, and
substitute the q by w for obtaining an open m-rule with underformula A0(t(w)) and
overformulae Ai(t(w); vi0), here it is important that the formula  does not contain free
variables, and hence no one in q. We search now for derivations of these overformulae
with open m-rules. We have smaller mj-derivations of each  ` 8viAi(t(q); vi), and
after deleting the last g-rules, mj-derivations of  ` Ai(t(q); qi) for a new list of free
variables qi not containing elements of q, and after adding new g-rules, mj-derivations of
 ` 8w 8viAi(t(w); vi0). Since we only deleted and added g-rules, we have by inductive
hypothesis the desired derivations.

x23

Herbrand models for generalized horn clauses

In this paragraph, as an exception, we admit model-theoretical argumentation. Let
BL be the set of atomic formulae (in the language L) containing no free variable (and
as formulae, no variable). A herbrand model is a subset of BL. After declaring some
elements of BL to be contradictions, we can say that a herbrand model is consistent
if it contains no contradiction. The set AL of terms containing no free variable (and
no variable) is the universum of H . All herbrand models have the same universum,
unless we expand the considered language L. For a list of terms s from AL we also
write s 2 AL.
For a generalized horn clause  of the form
8v(8vnAn(v; vn)&    &8v1A1(v; v1)  A0(v))
not containing free variables and a list t of terms in AL for v we de ne the a-rule
a(; t) by

a(; t) : Ak (t; s) : s 2AA(Lt;)k = 1; : : : ; n :
0
This rule a(; t) has the underformula A0(t). The atomic formulae of the form Ak (t; s),
where s is a list of elements in AL and Ak one of the open atomic formulae in body(),
are the overformulae of a(; t). The rule may be in nitary, it may have in nite many
oversequents; but this is not the case when the vk are empty lists, namely, when  is a
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horn formula. Open m-rules generate in a trivial way a-rules, all a-rules for a  can be
obtained from the open m-rule whose open underformula is A0(w).
For a herbrand model H and a set  of generalized horn clauses not containing
free variables, we say that H models  or that H is a model of , if for each rule
a(; t), where  is in  and the terms of t in AL, the herbrand model H contains the
underformula of a(; t) if it contains the overformulae. In particular, BL models every
such . The intersection of arbitrary many models of a  is also a model of . The
smallest herbrand model of  is the intersection H of all models of , it is a model
of , consistent if  has such one.
For a generalized horn sequent  ` ' not containing free variables, we say that
 j= ' holds, if every model of  is also a model of f'g. If  ` ' is mj-derivable, then
 j= ' holds. For proving this, let us call an instance of an atomic open formula ,
in which all variables were substituted by elements of AL, an AL-instance of . It is
easy to see that, if all AL-instances of each open overformula of an open m-rule for a
formula in  are in a herbrand model H of , then also all AL-instances of the open
underformula. Hence, a model H of  contains all AL-instances of an open formula
derived with the open m-rules for formulae in . If  ` ' is mj-derivable, ' is the
closure of an open atomic formula derivable with the open m-rules for formulae in ,
and the sentence above says that a model H of  is also a model of f'g: by de nition,
H models f'g if and only if it contains all AL-instances of .
From the paragraph above, we can conclude that H contains all elements in BL
that are mj-derivable from . Contrary to the case for horn clauses, H may contain
elements that are not derivable from . Let L be a language, so that AL = fa; bg
and BL = fp(a); p(b); 2g. Let  = fp(a); p(b); (8vp(v))  2g. Then there are exactly
three a-rules, one for each element in ; and since AL is nite, they are even nitary.
Now,  j= 2 holds, H = BL, but  ` 2 is nor mj- nor NK-derivable. After adding
a new 0-ary c to L and hence to AL, a witness of the (non) validity of 8vp(v), the
non-derivable element 2 disappears from H .

2 Equations Systems Specifying Functions
In this section we use equations to specify unknown recursive functions, as linear systems of equations specify unknown numbers. Systems of equations do not necessarily
completely specify its unknowns, neither in the case treated here nor in the case of linear equations: for example, some (dependent) unknowns could be put as functions of
other (independent) ones to be later further speci ed. Linear equations are solved with
Gautriangulization algorithm, the term-uni cation algorithm [11] can also be seen as a
triangulization algorithm, we solve our systems of equations with a modi cation of the
term-uni cation algorithm, the cp-completion introduced in subsection 2.4. The cpcompletion algorithm can also be seen as a modi cation of Knuth-Bendix' algorithm,
or as an algorithm for checking consistence of equations systems and nding term reduction systems as models for them: subsection 2.3 brings uni cation, completion and
consistence checking together. Subsection 2.2 puts Term Reduction Systems [9] in the
context of predicate logic. The relevance of dealing with these equations systems and of
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their solution lies in their immediate application to integrate logic and functional programming: we can substitute term uni cation in logic programming by cp-completion,
as [6] does with higher order uni cation, but remaining in the framework of rst order logic. Subsection 2.5 puts Term Uni cation [11] in the context of our equations
systems.

2.1 Systems of Equations

x24

Terms and open terms

We consider in this section expressions denoting functionals. They are recursively
built with 0-ary symbols, also denoting functionals, and a 2-ary symbol denoting the
application operator. We distinguish three kinds of 0-ary symbols: (1) ground symbols (normally small letters like a, b, c); (2) unknowns denoting functionals to be
determined by formulae and equations (normally capital letters like X , Y , Z , U ); (3)
variables supposed to range over expressions denoting functionals (normally small
letters like u, v, w).
Our 0-ary symbols are open terms; if t0 and t1 are open terms, then (t0t1) is the
open term denoting the application of t0 on t1. This is how every open term is built,
our 2-ary application symbol is given by the parenthesis. Open terms not containing
variables are also called terms.
As in [2], we may write (t0) for an open term t0, (t0t1t2) for ((t0t1)t2), and recursively,
(t0    tk 1tk ) for ((t0    tk 1)tk ). Eventually we may write t0    tk 1tk , without blanks
and outer parenthesis, or t0(t1;    ; tk ) for (t0    tk 1tk ). Every open term t can be
expressed in a unique way in the form (ft1    tn), where f consists of only a 0-ary
symbol called operator of t; the open terms t1, : : : , tn are then called arguments of
t, the number n is the number of arguments of t.

x25

Equations, instances of equations

Equations are open atomic formulae built with the 2-ary in x predicate symbol =,

they have the form s = t, where s and t are open terms. Variables appearing in an
equation are to be seen as universal quanti ed in front of the equation. We call s the
left part of the equation s = t, t its right part.
A closure of an equation s = t is a formula of the form 8ws
 = t, where 8w is a block
of universal quanti ers binding all variables in s = t. An instance of an equation is
the equation obtained by substituting all occurrences of some variables by open terms,
the same open term for each occurrence of the same variable in the equation.
A ground equation is one not containing variables; it is one of the form s = t, where
s and t are terms.
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x26

Equality axioms and systems of equations

We de ne the formulae ref, sym, trans, cons by
ref : 8vv = v;
sym : 8u8vu = v  v = u;
trans : 8u8v8wu = v  (v = w  u = w);
cons : 8u18u28v18v2u1 = u2  (v1 = v2  (u1v1) = (u2v2));
the decomposition schema decn;i(f ) by
decn;i(f ) : 8u1    8un8v1    8vn(fu1    un) = (fv1    vn)  ui = vi;
where f is a term, n a positive natural number and i between 1 and n (1  i  n);
and the similar separation schema
sepn;i ((wr1    rn ) = (ws1    sn)) :
8v1    8vm((8w(wr1    rn) = (ws1    sn))  (8wri = si));
where (wr1    rn ) = (ws1    sn ) represents an equation whose variables are in v1,
: : : , vn, w, whose two parts have the same number of arguments and the variable w as
operator; thus, the ri and si represent open terms eventually containing these variables.
The equality axioms are the formulae ref, sym, trans, cons, decn;i (f ) for each
ground f and appropriate pair (n; i), and sep. A system of equations consists of
closures of some equations, called equations of the system, and the equality axioms.
We are interested on the mj-derivability of closures of equations from systems. All
formulae in a system are generalized horn formulae, more accurate: the last 8w in sepformulae should be moved to the front, all the rest are horn formulae. Hence, a closure
of an equation is mj-derivable from a system if and only if the equation is derivable
from instances of equations of the system with the following open m-schemata (see x22)
corresponding to the equality axioms:
= s;
ref : s = s ; sym : sr =
trans : r =rs=, st= t ;
r
cons : r(1r =r s)1=, r(2s=s s)2 ;
1 2
1 2
(fs1    sn ) ; sep : (wr1    rn) = (ws1    sn ) :
dec : (fr1    rnr)i =
= si
(r = s )w t
i

i

In dec, f is a ground symbol. In sep, w represents a variable, (ri = si)w t is an
instance of ri = si obtained by substituting the variable w by an open term t. We
allow variables to occur in the equations of these schemata: this is the reason why we
de ned equations as open atomic formulae and not as their closure. The advantage
of considering derivation trees with these schemata is that it is easier to see how to
exchange the order of derivation rules.
Of course, we can take the same variable represented by w as t in sep, this would
lead to a schema similar to dec, and the original sep would be a composition of this
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schema with the instantiation schema that produce the rules having an instance of
its overequation as underequation: since we want all instantiations at the leaves of the
deduction tree, we do not take the instantiation schema and keep our sep. Later, we will
introduce a rule that, as Robinsons resolution [1] and as SLD-Resolution [10], delays
instantiation, that instantiates with a most general uni er only when an instantiation
is necessary.
We use systems of equations to specify its unknowns, to de ne the manifold of
solutions for the unknowns, as fx2 + y2 + z2 = 1; x + y + z = 0g is used to de ne a
circle. We say that the system S1 constrains the system S2, that S2 is more general
than S1 and that S1 ` S2 holds if each formula in S2 is derivable from S1. We say that
S1 and S2 are equivalent and that S1  S2 holds if S1 ` S2 and S2 ` S1 hold.

2.2 Term Reduction Systems

x27

Derivability of r !n s

Compositions of n times the trans-schema are equivalent to the schema
s2, : : : , sn = sn+1 :
transn+1 : s0 = s1, s1 s= =
0 sn+1
We de ne trans0 as ref. If we compose the trans-schema with the cons-schema so that
the underequation of trans is an overequation of cons, then we can move down the transschema for obtaining an equivalent composition (having endequation and rst equations
formally equal to the ones of the original tree) of twice the cons-schema, the ref-schema
and the trans-schema, so that each overequation of trans is an underequation of cons,
and an overequation of one cons is the underequation of ref. A composition using only
ref-, trans- and cons-rules can be transformed into an equivalent one having the same
number n of trans-rules, but all together near the root, and then the trans-rules can
be substituted by a transn+1-rule whose underequation is the endequation.
A derivation of s ! t from a system S , where s and t are open terms, is by
de nition a derivation of a closure of s = t from the formulae of S excluding sym-, decand sep-formulae, or equivalently, a derivation of s = t from instances of equations of
the system with the ref, trans and cons open m-schemata. Such a derivation containing
n 1 trans-rules is a derivation of s !n t, and one containing only a ref rule (and
hence with equal s and t) is a derivation of s !0 t. Depending on the existence of
derivations we say that s ! t or s !n t is derivable from S , and that S ` s ! t or
S ` s !n t holds.
It is obvious that, if s0 = t0 is an instance of s = t and s ! t or s !n t is derivable
from S , then also s0 ! t0 or respectively s0 !n t0 is derivable from S . We have that
r !0 r is derivable from any S . If r !m s and s !n t are derivable from S , then
r !m+n t also. If r !n s is derivable from S , it also happens for any greater n. If
r !m+n t is derivable from S , then there is an s such that r !m s and s !n t are
derivable. Furthermore, if r !n t is derivable, then there are s0, s1, : : : sn such that
each si !1 si+1 is derivable, s0 is r and sn is t.
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x28

Bracket notation r[r1 ;: : :; rk ] and TRS

We can say that r !1 s is derivable from S if and only if we can obtain s by
substituting some occurrences of open subterms ri of r by si, where each ri = si is an
instance of an equation of S . And that r !n s or r ! s is derivable if we can do this
recursively, n times in the rst case. When we deal with derivation of these objects,
we say that S acts as a term reduction system [9]. The expression r[r1; : : :; rk ] denotes
an open term t, each open term ri in this expression points to some occurrences of
an open subterm of t formally equal to ri, the subterms pointed by di erent ri and
rj do not overlap. After substituting the open subterms pointed by each ri by copies
of si we get the open term r[s1; : : :; sk ]. Hence, we have r[r1; : : : ; rk ] !1 r[s1; : : :; sk ]
is derivable from S if each ri = si is an instance of an equation of S , every p !1 q
derivable from S has this form.

2.3 Solvability, Consistence and Con uence
x29

Solvability and consistency

An equation s1 = s2 is reducible with a system T if there is an open term r such
that s1 ! r and s2 ! r are derivable from S , it is (m; n)-reducible with T if there
is an open term r such that s1 !m r and s2 !n r are derivable from S . The set of
equations that are (1; 1)-reducible with a system T contains T and is closed under the
instantiation, the ref, sym and cons schemata: this plays an important r^ole.
An equation is called decomposable if its two parts have equal symbols as operators,
non of these being an unknown, and an equal number of arguments. Undecomposable
equations are divided in directed equations and contradictions. A directed equation is
one having an unknown as operator in one of its two parts: it is directed to the right
if its left part has an unknown as operator, it is directed to the left if its right part has
an unknown as operator, it is a bidirectional equation if both parts have unknowns
as operators, namely, if it is directed to the right and to the left at the same time.
Undecomposable, non directed equations are contradictions, they are divided into
operators clashes and arguments clashes. An operators clash is an equation whose
two parts have formally di erent symbols as operators, non of these being an unknown.
An arguments clash is an equation whose two parts have formally equal symbols as
operators, non of them being an unknown, but a di erent number of arguments.
A system is undecomposable if all its equations are undecomposable. For a system
S we de ne the equivalent, undecomposable system dec(S ) recursively: we only need
to recursively replace every decomposable equation of the form fr1    rn = fs1    sn
in S by the smaller, perhaps decomposable, equations ri = si, this also means to delete
the equation when n = 0. The systems S and dec(S ) are equivalent: the equations of
dec(S ) are obtained from the ones of S with the dec and sep schemata, the equations
of S are obtained from the ones of dec(S ) with ref and cons.
We are specially interested on systems containing only equations directed to the right
to be seen as term reduction systems for substituting unknowns. If p !n r is derivable
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from such a system and if the operator f of p is not an unknown, then r has the same
operator and number of arguments as p; furthermore, if this p is of the form (fp1    pm ),
then r is of the form (fr1    rm) so that each pi !n ri is derivable from the system.
A system is directed to the right if each of its equations is either a contradiction or
directed to the right. An orientation to the right of an undecomposable system is
obtained by replacing some of its equations s = t by t = s in order to obtain a system
directed to the right. Since bidirectional equations and contradictions can be replaced
or not, an orientation to the right is not necessarily unique. The equivalence of the new
system to the original is provided by the open m-schema sym. If s = t is in a system
S and T is an orientation to the right of dec(S ), then s = t is (1; 1)-reducible with T :
the set T  of the equations that are (1; 1)-reducible with T contains T , is closed by
sym and hence contains dec(S ), is closed by ref and cons and hence contains S .
A system is inconsistent if a contradiction can be derived from it, consistent if
no contradiction can be derived from it. A system T , seen as a term rewriting system,
is a solution of S , if all equations of T are directed to the right and each equation
s = t derivable from S is reducible with T . Note that T ` S holds: we call T a most
general solution if also S ` T holds. One can prove that S is consistent if and only if
there is a solution T of it. If S is consistent, then the set T of all equations directed
to the right derivable from S is a most general solution: if s = t is derivable from
S , then any orientation to the right of dec(fs = tg) is, because it does not contain a
contradiction, contained in T , and the (1; 1)-reducibility of s = t with T was proved in
the paragraph above. If s ! r and t ! r are derivable from a solution T of S , then
either s or t has an unknown as operator or both, s and t, have the same operator and
the same number of arguments as r; in both cases s = t cannot be a contradiction, and
this is the case for any equation derivable from S .
Given a system S , we can enumerate the equations derivable from it, stop enumerating when a contradiction is found, or continue enumerating and collecting the equations
directed to the right. Our main problem is to decide if a contradiction is derivable or
to describe a most general solution without enumerating ad in nitum in cases where
it is possible. If we insist on enumerating, then at least not all equations that are
derivable, but a subset behaving in the same form: leading to a contradiction when
there is one or building an enumeration of an eventual most general solution, so that
the enumeration be easier, so that the eventual decision on the consistency be more
probable, for example by stopping when there is nothing more to enumerate, so that
the eventual description of the most general solution be simpler. Such an enumeration
may be a point of departure for a more so sticated solving strategy.
x30
Con uence

A system T is con uent if for every pair t ! s1 and t ! s2 derivable from T there
is an open term r such that also s1 ! r and s2 ! r are derivable from T .
The set S of equations reducible with a given con uent system T whose equations
are directed to the right contains the equations of the system T and is closed under
all open m-schemata; hence, an equation is reducible with such a T if and only if it is
derivable from it: The set S obviously contains T and is closed by instantiation and
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the ref, sym and cons schemata, is closed by trans because of the con uence, is closed
by dec and sym because the equations of T are directed to the right. Of course, the
use of the word \set" should be in this proof, as everywhere in this article, correctly
interpreted: we are giving a hint how to recursively nd the corresponding r such that
s ! r and t ! r are derivable from T for every equation s = t in a derivation tree.
If we allow that T contain contradictions, namely, if we weaken the hypothesis that
all equations of T are directed to the right and only suppose that T is oriented to the
right, then the process of of nding the r for each equation of a derivation tree may
fail at the underequation of a rule of the dec or sep schema: in the derivation of si ! r
from T , where si is one of the parts of the overequation and r the corresponding r,
may occur a contradiction in T as rstequation. And this must be the case when there
is a contradiction in the derivation. We conclude: If a contradiction is derivable from a
con uent system oriented to the right, then a contradiction can be found in the system.
For solving a system, we could try to enumerate a con uent system oriented to the
right equivalent to it: If the system is inconsistent, we get in this way sooner or later a
contradiction; if the system is consistent, we are enumerating a most general solution.
The problems of deciding on consistency and of expressing a most general solution
remain.

x31

(m; n; i; j )-con uence

We continue with the parallelogram law for TRS. A system T is (m; n; i; j )-con uent
if for every pair t !m p and t !n q derivable from T there is an open term r such that
also p !i r and q !j r are derivable from T . Obviously (m; n; i; j )-con uence and
(n; m; j; i)-con uence are equivalent. Every T is obviously (0; n; n; 0)- and (m; 0; 0; m)con uent for every n and m. An (1; 1; 1; 1)-con uent system is (m; n; n; m)-con uent
for every m and n, and hence con uent. For proving this, we see rst that (1; n; n; 1)and (m; n; n; m)-con uence implies (m + 1; n; n; m + 1)-con uence: if t !m+1 p and
t !n q are derivable, then there is a p0 such that t !m p0 and p0 !1 p are derivable,
and due to the (m; n; n; m)-con uence an open term r0 such that p0 !n r0 and q !m r0
are derivable, and due to the (1; n; n; 1)-con uence an r such that p !n r and r0 !1 r
are derivable; hence, p !n r and q !m+1 r are derivable. By induction on m, we have
that (1; n; n; 1)-con uence implies (m; n; n; m)-con uence for each m. Symmetrically
to this, (m; 1; 1; m)-con uence implies (m; n; n; m)-con uence for each n. From these
two last results follows our main result.
A system S is (1; 1; 1; 1)-con uent if and only if for each instance t = p of an equation
in S and each t !1 q derivable from S the equation q = p is (1; 1)-reducible with S .
This condition is trivially ful lled when q is formally equal to p or to t. This statement
is proved by induction on the size of two given derivations built of ref and cons-rules
and whose endequations are t !1 p and t !1 q: if one of the endequations is an
instance of an equation in S , then we nd the desired r by using the hypothesis; if one
of these endequations is the underequation of a ref-rule, then the desired r is the right
part of the other endequation; if both are underequations of cons-rules, then the result
follows trivially by the inductive hypothesis.
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Our rst solving strategy is the use of a variant of Knuth-Bendix' algorithm to
enumerate a (1; 1; 1; 1)-con uent system oriented to the right. The above result plays
the essential r^ole, but for treating universal quanti cation we need something like a
lifting lemma, we need some remarks on classical term uni cation.

2.4 Knuth-Bendix' Algorithm for Solving Equations

Subsection 2.5 is independent of this subsection and could serve as an introduction to
it.

x32

A note on term uni cation

We introduce now, independent of our treatment of term uni cation in 2.5, the result
we need for our algorithm for solving equations systems. We need term uni cation for
nding appropriate instances, for substituting variables with open terms: variables play
the r^ole of unknowns in 2.5, term uni cation is considered outside its logical context
introduced in 2.5.
With t we denote here the open term obtained by substituting the variables of the
open term t by the open terms given by the substitution that associates open terms to
variables. An instance of an equation s = q is always of the form s = q . Substituting
the variables in an open term t[r1; : : : ; rn] yields the new open term t [r1 ; : : :; rn ], where
ri points to its open subterms that are in the places originally pointed by ri; hence,
we can substitute each ri in this open term by an open term qi0 for obtaining the open
term t [q10 ; : : :; qn0 ]. If b is of the form t[r1; : : :; rm], then each ri points to subterms
of b of the form r being in the places of possibly formally di erent subterms r of b;
hence, we can write b in the form t[r1;    ; rn], where n is not necessarily equal to m.
A uni er for reducing an instance of the open term t[r1; : : :; rn] with the equations
s1 = q1, : : : , sn = qn is a list ( ; 1; : : :; n) of substitutions like above such that ri and
si be formally equal, the reduction of the instance t [r1 ; : : : ; rn ] of this open term
with these equations and uni er is the open term t [q1 1 ; : : :; qn ]. A most general
uni er is a uni er such that all other uni ers are of the form ( ; 1 ; : : :; n ). The
results in [11] yields an algorithm for deciding if there is an uni er and for giving a most
general uni er when there is an uni er: we consider a uni er to be a list of substitutions
because we see occurrences of a variable in the context of di erent equations as di erent
variables that can be substituted by formally di erent open terms; the domains of
de nition of , 1, : : : , n are to be seen as pairwise disjoint, then we can see the
list ( ; 1; : : :; n ) as a substitution acting on the union of the domains of de nition;
a renaming of the variables in the equations so that variables in di erent equations
and in the original open term be pairwise disjoint must be done before applying the
traditional uni cation algorithm, v or v is di erent from v if v does not appear in
t[r1;    ; rn] or respectively si = qi because the substitutions contain the renaming.
If b !1 q is derivable from S , then b can be expressed in the form t[r1; : : : ; rn]
and q in the form t [q1; : : :; qn], so that each ri = qi is an instance si = qi of an
equation si = qi in S . In this case, ( ; 1; : : :; n) is a uni er for reducing the instance
t [r1 ; : : :; rn ] of t[r1; : : : ; rn], namely b , into t [q1; : : :; qn], namely q, with the si = qi
i

n

i

j

i
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in S : each qi is formally equal to qi . A most general uni er ( ; 1; : : : ; n) such that
( ; 1 ; : : :; n ) be equal to ( ; 1; : : : ; n) yields a reduction q of the instance b of
b. Now, the original equation b !1 q is the instance b !1 q of b !1 q, and this
last equation is also derivable from S .
i
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cp-resolution

A cp-resolvent of a list of equations t[r1; : : :; rn] = p, s1 = q1, : : : , sn = qn is an
orientation to the right of dec(ft [q1 1 ; : : : ; qn ] = p g), where ( ; 1; : : :; n) is a most
general uni er for reducing an instance of t[r1;    ; rn] with s1 = q1, : : : , sn = qn. The
existence of the most general uni er is a condition for the existence of a cp-resolvent.
If each equation in the list is derivable from a system, then also each equation in a
cp-resolvent.
A system S is cp-closed if it is oriented to the right and for each list of equations
having a cp-resolvent there is a cp-resolvent each of its equations is (1; 1)-reducible with
S . A cp-closed system is (1; 1; 1; 1)-con uent and hence also con uent: according to
the last result in x31, it is enough to see that q = p is (1; 1)-reducible for each instance
b = p of an equation b = p in S and each b !1 q derivable from S ; following the
last paragraph in x32, b is of the form t[r1; : : :; rn ] and there is an instance b of it
that can be reduced with some equations si = qi of S and with a most general uni er
( ; 1; : : :; n ) into a q, so that q be an instance q of q and be ; a corresponding
cp-resolvent of the equations t[r1; : : : ; rn] = p, s1 = q1, : : :sn = qn of S is an orientation
to the right of dec(q = p ); since there is a cp-resolvent all of its equations are (1; 1)reducible, q = p and hence its instance q = p are also (1; 1)-reducible.
A cp-closed system is con uent and oriented to the right: it contains a contradiction
if it is inconsistent, it is a (most general) solution of itself and of any system equivalent
to it if it is consistent.
Given a system S , one can build a cp-closed system S  equivalent to S by recursively
adding to an orientation to the right of dec(S ) the equations of cp-resolvents of equations in it. We call this process cp-completion, during it we must nd a contradiction
if S is inconsistent, or enumerate the equations of a most general solution of S if S is
consistent.
n

2.5 Term Uni cation

Since we want that solution of equations systems play the r^ole of term uni cation in
logic programming, we introduce term uni cation in the context of the concepts we
introduced for equations systems. This subsection is an appendix that can be skipped.

x34

Substitutions

A substitution is a function that associates a term X to each unknown X from a
nite set sup . For each open term t, we de ne recursively the open term t . If t is an
unknown in sup , then t is given by the de nition of ; if t is other 0-ary symbol, t
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coincides with t; if t is of the form (t1t2), then t is (t1 t2 ). Two substitutions and
are considered the same if X coincides with X for each unknown X , or equivalently,
with each open term X , even if sup and sup does not coincide. For open terms s and
t, or for substitutions and , we say that the identity s  t holds, or respectively
that the identity  holds, if right and left part of the identity coincide.
The identity t  t holds if and only if for every unknown X in t the identity X  X
holds. We say that moves an open term t, if t is di erent from t: it moves t to t .
All unknowns moved by are in sup .
The unity  is the substitution for which X  coincides with X for each unknown X ,
and hence also for each open term X . The associative product of two substitutions
and is the only substitution for which X coincides with (X ) for each unknown
X , and hence, also for each open term X . The set of all substitutions build together
with this product and with  a monoid.
x35
Idempotent substitutions, ordering, equivalence

A substitution is called idempotent if
 holds. The substitution is
idempotent if and only if for every X moved by the unknowns in X are not moved
by . If we call the unknowns moved by dependent and the rest independent, then
we can say that express dependent unknowns in terms of independent ones.
For two substitutions and , let the relation < hold if and only if 
holds. The relation < is transitive: from  and  the identity  
( )  ( )  follows. The relation < holds if and only if is idempotent.
Let the relation  hold if and only if < and < holds. The relation
 restricted to idempotent substitutions is an equivalence relation. If  holds,
then and are idempotent:
 ( )  ( )   , the proof for is
symmetrical.
If  holds, then there is a substitution such that  ,  and 
holds: and are equal up to a renaming. For proving this, we note rst that X is
an unknown if and only if X is an unknown: if X is an unknown and X of the form
(t1t2), then X  X  (t1 t2 ) is a contradiction; the proof for the other direction is
symmetrical. Let be the set of X such that X , or equivalently such that X , is an
unknown. This contains all unknowns outside sup \ sup , perhaps contains some
in it. Let and be the sets of unknowns obtained by substituting each X in
by X or respectively by X . We can restrict to a function 0 from to and
to a function 0 from to , so that 0 is the inverse function of 0: this follows
from the identities (X )  X and (X )  X . The functions 0 and 0 restricted
to the set \ coincide with the identity: from X  Y follows X  Y , due
to the de nition of  and to the idempotence of , also X  Y , and with the rst
equation X  X , namely, the restriction of 0 coincide with ; the proof for 0 is
symmetrical. We de ne the function 0 by joining the graphs of 0 and 0, and the
substitution by restricting 0 to the nite set ( [ ) \ (sup [ sup ); the natural
extension of to unknowns in the domain [ of 0, but outside sup coincide with
0 : the function 0 coincide with  in the set
\ containing all elements outside
the nite set sup [ sup . The identity   is obvious from the de nition of .
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Since is idempotent, no unknown in X for an arbitrary unknown X is moved by
, they are hence in and in , and assign to them the same unknown as does:
(X )  (X )  X  X . From this the identity  follows, the proof of the
identity  is symmetrical.

x36

Substitutions as systems

To each substitution we associate an equations system S whose equations are
the ones of the form X = X for which the unknown X does not coincide with X .
A system S whose equations are directed to the right, contain no variable and have
pairwise di erent unknowns in their left parts is of the form S for a substitution .
The identity  holds if and only if S and S contain the same equations.
The system S is oriented to the right and, according to x31, is (1; 1; 1; 1)-con uent,
hence also con uent. Since all its equations are directed to the right, it contains
no contradiction as de ned in x29, and hence no such is derivable, but later we will
introduce a new kind of contradictions that may be derivable from an S whose is
not idempotent.
The identity S ` t !1 t holds for a substitution and an open term t. This
follows by induction. It is obvious when t is a 0-ary symbol. From S ` t1 !1 t1 ,
S ` t2 !1 t2 , the cons schema and the identity (t1t2)  (t1 t2 ) follows S ` (t1t2) !1
(t1t2) .

x37

Uni ers

A substitution uni es the equation s = t if the identity s  t holds. It uni es
a system S if it uni es each of its equations. If uni es S and S ` s = t holds, then
uni es s = t: if a substitution uni es the overequations of an open m-rule, then also
the underequation. Two equivalent systems have the same uni ers.
If uni es an equation or system, then also for any . A substitution uni es
S if and only if  , namely < , holds: this is a direct consequence of the
de nitions. In particular, uni es S if and only if is idempotent. Joining the above
remarks: a substitution uni es S , where is idempotent, if and only if it is of the
form .
If uni es s = t, then S ` s = t holds: this follows from the fact that S ` s !1 s
and S ` t !1 t hold. If is idempotent, then S ` s = t if and only if uni es
s = t.
The task of the uni cation algorithm is to describe the uni ers of a system S , where
the and S must satisfy some type constraints. We consider the task of transforming
S into an equivalent system S , where is idempotent. Then, the uni ers of S are
the substitutions of the form . This idempotent is unique up to renaming: S 1 
S 2 implies 1  2. We prove that this task is equivalent to the original one: the
transformation is possible if and only if there is a uni er, and this is decidable.
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In nite loops, contradictions

No substitution uni es a contradiction: if s = t is an operators or an arguments
clash, then s = t is a similar contradiction, its two parts cannot coincide.
An in nite loop is a directed equation of the form X = t or t = X , in which
t is an open term of the form (t1t2) containing X . No substitution uni es such an
equation: t contains X as subterm and other symbols, they cannot coincide. Slightly
diverging from the de nitions in x29, we consider in this section in nite loops also
as contradictions. As in x29, a system is consistent if and only if no contradiction,
including in nite loops, is derivable.
Summarizing, no substitution uni es an inconsistent system. No substitution uni es
the consistent system containing the equation (Xa) = a, where X is an unknown and
a a ground symbol. We prove that, under certain conditions, a consistent system S
can be transformed into an equivalent system S , where is idempotent and hence a
uni er of S and S .

x39

Forbidding applications of unknowns, T-terms

An open T-term is constructed recursively: an open term consisting of only one
symbol is an open T-term; an open term of the form (t1t2), where t1 is not an unknown
and both, t1 and t2, are open T-terms, is also an open T-term. A T-term is an
open T-term not containing variables. A T-equation is one whose two parts are open
T-terms. A T-system is a system whose equations are T-equations.
A substitution is a T-substitution if X is a T-term for each unknown X , namely,
if S is a T-system. If t is an open T-term, then also t . If and are T-substitutions,
then also .
Open terms were constructed with a signature, all symbols are 0-ary with exception
of the 2-ary application operator. With a second signature assigning a second arity to
each 0-ary symbol, one can construct open terms such that the number of arguments of
them are given by the second arity of their operators. If the second arity of all unknowns
is 0, then the open terms constructed are open T-terms: the T stays unproperly for
\typed". Expressions constructed with a usual signature can be embedded in our
system with two signatures.

x40

Directed T-equations, directed contradictions

Undecomposable T-equations are either a directed equation of the form X = t or
t = X , where t is an open T-term, or an operators clash or an arguments clash.
A directed contradiction is either an in nite loop or a directed T-equation containing a variable. From an equation of the last kind one can derive an operators clash.
With sym and trans one can derive a T-equation t[v] = t[w] from it and an instance of
it, where t[v] is the part of the equation containing the variable v and w a new variable.
If t[v] contains more than one symbol, then its operator is not an unknown, and with
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dec or sep we can obtain a smaller equation t0[v] = t0[w] of the same form. With some
applications of dec and sep, we obtain the contradiction v = w. We also speak about
contradictions directed to the right or left. In this section, contradictions are either
an operators clash, or an arguments clash, or a directed contradiction, or a loop.

x41

Uni cation algorithm as consistence checking

We consider now T-systems S whose equations are arranged in two lists: a list U
of undecomposable T-equations, each being either a contradiction or directed to the
right, and a list R of T-equations X = t directed to the right so that t contains no
variable and X appear neither in t nor in other equation of S . We denote this system
S with (R; U ), the list R stays for \resolved" and U for \unsolved". Eventually we
treat R and U also as systems.
If U contains a contradiction, then (R; U ) is inconsistent. If U contains only equations of the form X = X , then the system (R; U ) is clearly equivalent to one of the
form S , where is idempotent, and hence consistent. For an arbitrary system S there
is always a system of the form (;; U ) equivalent to it, U is built of an orientation to
the right of dec(S ). Given a system (R; U ) and a directed T-equation X = t from U ,
so that t contains neither X nor a variable, we can transform (R; U ) into an equivalent
system (R0; U 0): the equation X = t is deleted from the second list, each occurrence
of X (in the rst or second list) is substituted by t, the equation X = t is added to
right end of the rst list, each equation s1 = s2 in the second list is substituted by
the equations of an orientation to the right of dec(fs1 = s2g) (in some order). It is
not dicult to see that (R0 ; U 0) satisfy the required conditions; furthermore, the number of unknowns occurring in U 0 is less than the number of the ones occurring in U .
The recursive application of such transformations to a system (R; U ) with arbitrarily
selected equations X = t must terminate. If a system (R; U ) cannot be reduced, then
each equation of U is either of the form X = X or a directed contradiction or another
contradiction (clash): examining U we can decide if the system is consistent or not, if
there is a uni er or not, if the system is equivalent to an S with an idempotent or
not.
Summarizing, we can decide whether a T-system S is consistent or not. In the rst
case, S can be transformed into an equivalent system S , the symbols of its equations
being symbols from equations in S and being idempotent. In the second case, we
can derive a contradictory T-equation from S whose symbols are in the equations of
S.

x42

Comb lemma

We call the following result the comb lemma for most general uni ers, it is necessary
in the last six lines of [16], in x29, for proving the lifting lemma in classical logic
programming.
Let X0 ; X1; : : :; Xn  X be pairwise disjoint sets of unknowns satisfying
S
n
X = i=0 Xi ; let S1; : : :; Sn be systems, so that the equations of an Si do not contain
any unknown of Xj when j 6= 0 and j 6= i; let q be a symbol not contained in X , and i
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an uni er of Si for each i, so that q does not occur in an x when x 2 X0; Sthen q does
not appear in any x when x is in X0 and is a most general uni er for ni=1 Si. We
prove now this lemma. A system S is solved if it is of the form S with idempotent
. For every Si let i be a uni er of Si, so that S be equivalent to Si and all symbols
of S Sappear in Si. SLet Ei := fx = ' 2 S : x 2 Xi g, Ki := fx = ' 2 S : x 2 X0g,
E := ni=1 Ei, K := ni=1 Ki . For every equation x = ' 2 S we have, due to the choice
of i and the hypotheses, that either x 2 X0 or x 2 Xi holds and that ' contains no
y 2 Xj when j 6= 0 and j 6= i; hence,S S = Ei [ Ki holdsSand E is a solved system;
furthermore, K [ E is equivalent to i Si. Since uni es i Si and hence the system
K [ E equivalent to it, one can nd a uni er  of K , such that S be equivalent to K
and contain only symbols
from K ; the system S [ E  is equivalent to S [ E and hence
S
also
K [ E and to i Si, it is a solved system and contain only symbols occurring in
S S to
;
let
be a substitution satisfying S = S [ E . Since i is a most general uni er
i i
of Si and i a solution of this same system, i = i i holds; due to this equality and
the hypotheses, q does not occur in x for x in X0 and arbitrary i, also not in a Ki,
and hence also not in K ; since symbols occurring in S also occur in K ,Sthe symbol q
occurs in no x  x with x 2 X0; since is a most general uni er of i Si and a
uni er of the same system, the equality  holds, and hence q cannot occur in an
x with x 2 X0 .
i
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3 Logic Programming for Stating Equations
This section is devoted to restate the task of logic programming (subsection 3.2), so
that the concept of solution of equations systems introduced in section 2 play the r^ole
of term uni cation, and to prove the lifting lemma (subsection 3.4) that means the
completenes of an indeterministic search algorithm. Given a sequent  ` ', the old
task of logic programming was to nd a substitution for the unknowns in the sequent,
so that  ` ' be mj-derivable. We can say that the new task is to nd a consistent
system of equations , so that  [ ` ' be mj-derivable. Well, some technical details
should be make more precise in this de nition. Having a substitution gives us a
nite evaluation procedure of each unknown, with an equations system we do not have
such an evaluation procedure: this makes the proof of the lifting lemma much more
complicated than in classical logic programming.

3.1 Logic with Unknowns and Equality
x43

Open terms and formulae, sequents with in nite antecedents

We consider in this section open terms and formulae built on a language L for the
predicate logic. This language L contains a 2-ary predicate symbol =, its functional
symbols are a 2-ary application operator and 0-ary functional symbols divided in unknowns and ground symbols, as auxiliary 0-ary symbols we have in nite many for
variables and for free variables.
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An equation in L is an atomic open formula with the predicate =, it may contain
symbols for free variables. A system of equations in L is de ned as in 2.1, with
equality axioms as in 2.1, but its equations can now contain symbols for free variables.
For applying the results of section 2.1 to these systems, symbols for free variables are
to be seen as unknowns: axioms dec(f) are for ground terms f and the schema sep for
variables, not for free variables. Actually, symbols for free variables are to be used as
proper variables in the EB- and AE-rules de ned in subsection 1.1, hence as auxiliary
terms for the construction of mj-compositions, they are the free variables in Gentzen [4]
or the parameters in Prawitz [15], they are unwelcome in the endsequent, they are
unwelcome in equations systems; but for stating our results, we need to consider the
possibility that they appear in equations systems. The equations we deal with in this
section are succedents of rstsequents of mj-compositions, some of the symbols for free
variables in them correspond to proper variables of AE-rules, these symbols are seen as
arbitrary constants, they are substituted later by variables for building systems with
the equations, only the remaining symbols for free variables are seen as unknowns.
We consider sequents  ` ' with in nite antecedent , such that there are in nitely
many symbols for free variables not occurring in . To be more precisely, sequents of
the form S [ P ` ', where S is a system of equations (and hence not containing free
variables) arranged as a list in some way and P a ( nite) list of formulae. NJ- and
mj-rules are de ned exactly as before; furthermore,  ` ' is derivable if and only if a
sequent 0 ` ' is derivable, where 0 is a nite list obtained by deleting formulae from
.

x44

Compatibility axioms

We de ne for an n-ary predicate symbol P the formula comp(P ), called a compatibility axiom, by
comp(P ) :
8u1    8un8v1    8vnu1 = v1&    &un = vn  (P (u1; : : : ; un)  P (v1; : : :; vn));
where & denotes the nested implications that can be substituted by conjunction for
obtaining an equivalent formula. Note that comp(=) is a consequence of sym and trans.
With compL we denote the list of compatibility axioms comp(P ) for each predicate
symbol P diferent from = of the language L we are considering.

3.2 New Statement of Logic Programming
x45

DE- and GE-Formulae, PE-sequents

We consider here mj-derivability of P-sequents S [  ` ', where S is an equations
system and  contains compL. We want to restrict these P-sequents, so that the
derivability of S [  ` ' implies the derivability of S ` ' when ' is the closure of an
equation.
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An open AE-formula is an open A-formula not containing the predicate symbol
=. An open E-formula is an equation. By simultaneous recursion we de ne open
DE- and GE-formulae:
DE := AEj8vDEjDE1 ^ DE2jGE  DE;
GE := EjAEj9vGEj8vGEjGE1 _ GE2jGE1 ^ GE2jDE  GE:
By induction we can prove that they are open D- and respectively G-formulae. AE-,
E-, DE- and GE-formulae are open AE-, E-, DE- and GE-formulae whose variables are
bound with quanti ers. All formulae in compL are DE-formulae (but not comp(=)). A
PE-sequent is one of the form compL [ P ` ', where P is a list of DE-formulae called
proper assumptions of the PE-sequent and ' a GE-formula. If the undersequent
of a mj-rule is a PE-sequent, then also its oversequents are so. Since no D-sequence
beginning with a DE-formula ends with an E-formula, a PE-sequent  ` " whose
succedent " is the closure of an equation cannot be the undersequent of an m-rule,
such sequents are not mj-derivable.

x46

Potential mj-derivations, PS-sequents, E-decomposition, resolvents, actualizations

A potential mj-derivation  is an mj-composition tree whose endsequent  ` '
is a PE-sequent and such that the succedents of its rstsequents are equations "1,
: : : , "n, called the conditions of . In a condition "i of  may occur a (symbol
for free variable formally equal to a) proper variable of  (as de ned in x10), let "0i
be an equation obtained by substituting these proper variables by variables, formally
di erent free variables by formally di erent variables: the system S whose equations
"01, : : : , "0n are obtained in this way from the conditions "1, : : : , "n of  is the most
general resolvent of , it is unique up to renaming of variables. By appending S to
the antecedents of the sequents in  and by putting an m-rule over each rstsequent
we can build an mj-derivation of S [  ` '.
A PS-sequent is one of the form S [  ` ', where S is an equations system, its
equations system, and  ` ' a PE-sequent, whose proper assumptions are also the
ones of the PS-sequent. If the undersequent of an mj-rule is a PS-sequent S [  ` ',
then also its oversequents are PS-sequents with the same equations system S .
If the undersequent of an mj-rule is a PS-sequent whose succedent is the closure of an
equation, then its oversequents are of the same form and have the same antecedent (an
equation without variables is the closure of itself). In particular, the rst formula in 
of such a rule m(S [ ; ) must be from the equations system S of the undersequent,
because a D-sequent beginning with an DE-formula never ends with an E-formula. An
mj-derivation  of a PS-sequent S [  ` ", where " is the closure of an equation, can
be transformed into an mj-derivation of S ` " by deleting  and leaving the equations
system S in every PS-sequent of the derivation.
An mj-derivation  of a PS-sequent S [  ` ' can be transformed into a potential
mj-derivation 0 of the PE-sequent  ` ' whose most general resolvent is more general
than the equations system S , namely, so that "0 is derivable from S if "0 is in the most
general resolvent of 0. This 0 is obtained by cutting o every branch of  from the
point at which an equation " is found in the succedent, these equations " will be the
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conditions of 0, and then by deleting the equations system S of each PS-sequent in
the tree: it remains an mj-composition tree because the D-sequence of an m-rule the
succedent of its undersequent is not an equation cannot begin with an equation of
S . From the above paragraph, the subtree of  whose endsequent S [ 0 ` " has a
condition " of 0 as succedent, namely, the subtree of  built with the branches over
S [ 0 ` " cut o from , can be converted into an mj-derivation of S ` "; since S
contains no proper variable of , and hence also no one of 0, the equation "0 of the
resolvent of 0 obtained from " by substituting the proper variables of 0 occurring in
" by variables is also derivable from S . We call the potential mj-derivation 0 together
with the derivations of its rstsequents from S the E-decomposition of .
A resolvent of a potential derivation  of a PE-sequent  ` ' is an equations system
S in which no proper variable of  occur, so that the succedent of every rstsequent of
 is derivable from S , namely, so that the most general resolvent of  be more general
than S . By appending S to the antecedents of the sequents in  and by appending
some mj-derivations over each rstsequent of  one gets an mj-derivation 0 of the
PS-sequent S [  ` ', called an actualization of  by S . By E-decomposition of 0
one recovers  and gets derivations of each equation in the most general resolvent of
 from S .

x47

The new task of logic programming

Given a PE-sequent  ` ', we want to nd a consistent system S , perhaps satisfying
some additional conditions, so that the PS-sequent S [  ` ' is mj-derivable. As in
classical logic programming [10], we want a systematic search strategy (like the tree
search with backtracking in Prolog) and, if an S is found, to take the most general S
found in the same way (lifting).
From x46, we know that such an S is the resolvent of a potential derivation, and
the most general resolvent of this potential derivation describes in some way all such
S . We need only to search potential derivations of the PE-sequent  ` ', but we
have the problem of selecting the auxiliary terms. As in classical logic programming,
we want to select unknowns representing auxiliary terms to be searched for, and to be
sure that solutions found in this way lead through speci cation of these unknowns to
every possible solution. This is the matter of the two following subsections.

3.3 Displacements

x48

S -displacements of open terms

Let S be a system of equations. We say that an open term t0 is an S -displacement
of the open term t, if t = t0 is an instance of an equation in S such that each variable
occurring in t0 also occurs in t. Hence, if t is a term, then also t0. Obviously, S ` t !1 t0
holds.
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x49

S -displacements of open formulae

Let r = r0 be an equation from S , let s = s0 be an instance of r = r0 obtained by
substituting each variable in r0 not occurring in r by a term (without variables), let v1,
: : : vn be some (perhaps all) variables in s = s0, for each vi let ti be a term and t0i an
S -displacement of it, let t be the open term obtained by substituting all occurrences of
each variable vi in s by ti and t0 the open term obtained by substituting all occurrences
of each vi in s0 by t0i. It is easy to see that S ` t !2 t0 holds. We say that the open
term t0 is a second order S -displacement of the open term t.
An S -displacement of an open atomic formula R(t1; : : :; tn) is an open atomic
formula R(t01; : : :; t0n), so that each t0i be a second order S -displacement of ti. The
S -displacement of an arbitrary open formula is de ned recursively: if '0 is an S displacement of ' and 0 an S -displacement of , then '0  0 is an S -displacement
of '  , '0 ^ 0 an S -displacement of ' ^ , '0 _ 0 an S -displacement of ' _ , 8v'0
an S -displacement of 8v' and 9v'0 an S -displacement of 9v'.
If '0 is an S -displacement of ' and a variable v occurs in '0 not bound by a quanti er,
then it also occurs in ' not bound by a quanti er; hence, '0 is a formula if ' is a formula:
this is the case for second order S -displacements of open terms and for S -displacements
of open atomic formulae, the general case is seen by induction. In an analogous way
the following is proved: if '0 is an S -displacement of the open formula ', if t0 is an S displacement of the term t, if 0 is obtained by substituting each non-bound occurrence
of a variable v in '0 by t0 and by substituting each non-bound occurrence of v in '
by t, then 0 is an S -displacement of .

x50

S -displacements of D-sequences

An S -displacement of a list L of terms or formulae is obtained by substituting each
member of the list L by an S -displacement of it. If the list L is seen as a D-sequence,
then its S -displacement L0 much ful ll some other conditions, the T-sequence of L0
will be a given S -displacement of the T-sequence of L, the G-sequence of L will be an
S -displacement of the G-sequence of L.
A D-sequence  is completely determined by giving its rst formula and, for each
step, the selected auxiliary term (T-sequence) or position of the selected subformula
of the conjunction ( rst or second). An S -displacement 0 of the D-sequence  is
speci ed by giving an S -displacement of its rst formula and an S -displacement of each
selected auxiliary term, 0 is a D-sequence obtained by substituting, from left to right,
each formula in  by an S -displacement of it: the rst formula is substituted by the
given S -displacement of it; if the formula ' of  was substituted by its S -displacement
'0 and follows in , then '0 has the same structure as ', is substituted by a 0
obtained from '0 with a similar step as the one with which was obtained from ', the
given S -displacement of the auxiliary term used in  is used if ' is universal, the rst
or second subformula of '0 is selected if ' is a conjunction and the rst or respectively
the second subformula was selected; the atomic last formula of  will be, as the other,
substituted by an S -displacement of it, and hence by an atomic formula. Obviously,
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the T-sequence of 0 is obtained by substituting each term of the T-sequence of  by
the given S -displacement of it, and the G-sequence of 0 by substituting each formula
in the G-sequence of  by an appropriate S -displacement of it.

x51

S -displacements of mj-rules

An FE-, UE-, OEi-, AE- or EE-rule is completely determined by giving its undersequent and its auxiliary terms, if it has any. A most precise name for these rules
would contain the undersequent and its auxiliary terms. Let r be a rule of one of
these schemata, an S -displacement of r is speci ed by giving an S -displacement of
its undersequent, not containing the proper variable of r if this is an AE-rule, and an
S -displacement of its auxiliary term if it is an EE-rule: it is the only rule of the same
schema whose undersequent is the given S -displacement of the one of r, whose proper
variable is the same as the one of r if this is an AE-rule, whose auxiliary term is the
given S -displacement of the one of r if this is an EE-rule. The oversequents of the
S -displacement of r correspond to S -displacements of the oversequents of r.
A similar de nition for m-rules is given. An m-rule m(; ) is completely determined by giving  and . By giving an S -displacement 0 of the antecedent  of the
undersequent of m(; ) and S -displacements of its auxiliary terms, namely, of the T sequence of , we can nd the S -displacement 0 of  whose T-sequence is the given
S -displacement of the T-sequence of  and whose rst formula is the formula in the
given S -displacement 0 of  corresponding to the rst formula of  (as element of ).
With the given 0 and this calculated 0 we can build the S -displacement m(0; 0)
of the m-rule m(; ). Hence, the S -displacement of an m-rule depends on a given
S -displacement of the antecedent of its undersequent and of the given S -displacements
of its auxiliary terms; one could give an S -displacement of the whole undersequent,
but nothing warranties that it will become the undersequent of the S -displacement
of the rule. The oversequents of an S -displacement of an m-rule correspond to S displacements of the oversequents of the original rule, as is the case with rules of other
schemata.
For recursively constructing S -displacements of composition trees, from the root to
the leaves, we would like that an S -displacement of a rule be determined by giving
an S -displacement of its undersequent and an S -displacement of its auxiliary terms.
As seen, this is not the case for m-rules. This forces us to introduce the concepts of
potential and actual mj-rules.

x52

Potential and actual mj-rules

A potential rule is a rule whose oversequents are divided in proper and nonproper ones, the non-proper ones being of the form  ` s = t, where the s = t are
equations called conditions of the rule. A potential rule all of whose conditions are
of the form s = s is called an actual rule. In compositions, non-proper oversequents

are predestinated to be rstsequents.
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A potential mj-rule r is speci ed by giving an mj-rule r and, in the case this is
an m-rule, additionally an atomic formula whose predicate symbol coincide with the
one of the succedent of the undersequent of r. If r is an FE-, UE-, OE-, AE- or AErule, then r coincide with r, it is called a potential FE-, UE-, OE-, AE- or AE-rule,
it does not have non-proper oversequents, it is also an actual FE-, UE-, OE-, AE- or
AE-rule. If r is an m-rule m(; ) with undersequent  ` r(t1; : : :; tn) and if the given
atomic formula is p(s1; : : : ; sn), then the non-proper oversequents of r are  ` t1 = s1,
: : : ,  ` tn = sn, they are followed by the proper oversequents that coincide with
the ones of r, its undersequent is  ` p(s1 ; : : :; sn). If the undersequent of r contains
compL in the antecedent, this potential m-rule r is the composition of two m-rules: of
r with the m-rule whose oversequents are the non-proper oversequents of r followed by
 ` p(t1; : : : ; tn) and whose undersequent is the one of r, namely, the m-rule m(; ),
where  is the D-sequence for comp(p) whose T-sequence is t1, : : : , tn, s1, : : :sn . The
potential m-rule r is an actual m-rule if and only if the selected atomic formula is
exactly the succedent of the undersequent of r.
Auxiliary terms, proper variable and D-sequence of a potential mj-rule r are by
de nition the ones of the given mj-rule r.

x53

S -displacements of potential mj-rules

Given a potential mj-rule r, an S -displacement 0 ` 0 of its undersequent, not
containing the proper variable of r if this is a potential AE-rule, and S -displacements
of its auxiliary terms if r is an m- or EE-rule, we de ne a new potential mj-rule r0
called the S -displacement of r: it is a potential rule of the same schema as r, its
undersequent is the given S -displacement of the undersequent of r, its proper variable
is the same as the one of r if it is an AE-rule, its auxiliary term is the given S displacement of the one of r if it is an EE-rule, its D-sequence 0 is the S -displacement
of the D-sequence  of r whose rst formula is the formula in 0 corresponding to the
rst formula of  and whose T-sequence is obtained by substituting each element of
the T-sequence of  by the given S -displacement of it if r is an m-rule. By considering
each schema (FE, UE, OEi, AE, EE or m) for potential mj-rules, we easily see that
there is a unique potential mj-rule r0 with the demanded properties.
Furthermore, the S -displacement r0 of r is obtained by substituting the undersequent
of r by the given S -displacement of it, by substituting each oversequent by an appropriate S -displacement of it, proper oversequents by proper oversequents, non-proper ones
by non-proper ones, by substituting each auxiliary term by the given S -displacement
of it, where the proper variable in an AE-rule is preserved. Each symbol appearing in
an oversequent of r0 appears either in its undersequent or in the given S -displacement
of an auxiliary term of r0. These properties will allow us to de ne S -displacements of
mj-compositions, and hence of potential mj-derivations.
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x54

mj -compositions, potential mj -derivations

An mj-composition is a composition with potential mj-rules, in which non-proper
oversequents are left free as rstsequents. De nitions and results in x3 and x10 can be
trivially extended to mj-compositions.
There is a trivial one to one correspondence between actual mj-rules and mj-rules, the
image of an actual mj-rule r is the given r, it is recuperated by deleting the non-proper
oversequents. This correspondence can be extended to a one to one correspondence
between mj-compositions built with actual mj-rules and mj-compositions, each actual
mj-rule r is substituted by its image r, the rstsequents corresponding to non-proper
oversequents (their succedents are of the form s = s) are deleted.
A potential mj-rule containing compL in the antecedent of its undersequent can
always be seen as a composition of mj-rules. An mj-composition whose endsequent
contains compL in the antecedent is built only with such potential mj-rules; and by
substituting each potential mj-rule by the corresponding composition of mj-rules, one
gets an mj-composition containing the same endsequents and rstsequents.
A potential mj-derivation is an mj-composition whose endsequent is a PEsequent and whose rstsequents have equations as succedents. Between potential mjderivations built with actual mj-rules and potential mj-derivations holds the trivial one
to one correspondence. Since all PE-sequences contain compL in the antecedent, we
can substitute each potential mj-rule in a potential mj-derivation by the corresponding
composition of mj-rules for obtaining a potential mj-derivation.
S -displacements of

x55

mj -compositions and

potential mj -derivations, S -equivalence

For an mj-composition , an S -displacement of its endsequent not containing proper
variables of AE-rules in , and an S -displacement of each auxiliary term of a potential
m- or EE-rule in , so that it does not contain the proper variable of an AE-rule of
 appearing over this m- or EE-rule, we de ne the S -displacement 0 of , as the
unique mj-composition tree obtained by substituting each rule r of  by an appropriate
S -displacement r0 of it, so that the endsequent of  is the given S -displacement of the
endsequent of , so that the S -displacements of the auxiliary terms of r used for
building the S -displacement r0 of r be the given ones. For building r0 we need an S displacement of its undersequent, this is why 0 must be constructed recursively from
the root to the leaves: we have an S -displacement of the undersequent of the rule r
whose undersequent is the endsequent of  (the given one), we can nd r0 for this r, its
proper oversequents are S -displacements of the oversequents of r, these oversequents
are S -displacements of the endsequents of the subtrees of  over them, recursively we
can nd the corresponding S -displacements of these smaller trees and mount them over
the proper oversequents of r0. Although we did not demand that  have unambiguous
proper variables, this de nition is mainly applied to such derivations.
Since S -displacements of equations are again equations, an S -displacement 0 of a
potential mj-derivation  is also a potential mj-derivation. If S does not contain any
proper variable of  or equivalently 0 and if R and R0 are the most general resolvents
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of  and 0, then S [ R and S [ R0 are equivalent; we say that R and R0 are S equivalent. To see this, let s0 = t0 be a condition of 0 corresponding to a condition
s = t of , and let s = t and s0 = t0 be the equations obtained from s = t and s0 = t0
by substituting in both the proper variables q1, : : : , qn by some variables v1, : : : , vn.
These last equations may be seen, up to variable renaming, as elements of R and R0.
Since s0 = t0 is an S -displacement of s = t, then s !2 s0 and t !2 t0 are derivable from
S . Since S does not contain the qi and the open m-schemata used for TRS are stable
under the substitutions of qi by vi, then also s !2 s0 and t !2 t0 are derivable from S .
This implies the equivalence of S [ fs = tg and S [ fs0 = t0g.

3.4 Lifting

x56

Most general potential mj -derivations

A potential mj-derivation  is most general if (1) it has unambiguous proper
variables, (2) auxiliary terms of its potential EE- and m-rules are of form Xq1    qn,
where X is an unknown and q1    qn is the list of proper variables of the undersequent
(and hence of the oversequent, see x10) of the rule, and (3) the operators of di erent
auxiliary terms of EE- or m-rules (of the same rule or of di erent rules) are formally
di erent unknowns not appearing in the endsequent.
A speci cation of an auxiliary term Xq1    qn of a potential EE- or m-rule r in the
most general potential mj-derivation  is an equation of the form Xv1    vn = t, in
which t does not contain other variable than the vi, nor an operator of another auxiliary
term, nor a qi, nor the proper variable of an AE-rule in . A speci cation S of the
auxiliary terms of the most general potential derivation  is a system whose equations
are speci cations for each auxiliary term. We call the S -displacement 0 of  that leaves
the endsequent unmoved and S -displaces each auxiliary term Xq1    qn to t[q1; : : :; qn]
the S -evaluation of . One can prove by induction that 0 is obtained by taking each
Xv1    vn = t[v1; : : :; vn] in S and substituting each occurrence of Xq1    qn in  by
t[q1; : : : ; qn].

x57

Lifting

For a potential mj-derivation , we can nd, according to x3, a similar potential
mj-derivation 0 with the same endsequent and the same (up to variable renamings)
most general resolvent. For each auxiliary term t of each EE- or m-rule r in 0 let X
be a new unknown, neither appearing in 0 nor selected for another auxiliary term,
let " be the equation Xq1    qn = t, where q1    qn is the list of proper variables of
the undersequent of r, and 0 be the equation Xv1    vn = t0 obtained by substituting
the qi by di erent variables vi in ". Let S be the system whose equations are the "0
corresponding to each auxiliary term in 0 and S 0 the system whose equations are the
symmetries t0 = Xv1    vn of the equations Xv1    vn = t0 in S . We build now an S 0displacement 00 of 0: the S 0-displacement of the endsequent is the same endsequent of
0 and , the S 0-displacement t00 of an auxiliary term t is the corresponding Xq1    qn
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obtained with t0 = Xv1    vn. This 00 is a most general potential mj-derivation and
S is a speci cation of its auxiliary terms, the pair (00; S ) is called a lifting of ,
from its construction we can easily see that it is unique up to renaming of proper
variables, renaming of the unknowns selected for the auxiliary terms and renaming of
the variables appearing in the equations of S . The S -evaluation of 00 is exactly the
intermediate potential mj-derivation 0 with unambiguous proper variables.
The most general resolvent R of  coincides with the one of 0 and is S -equivalent
with the most general resolvent R00 of 00. Hence, S [ R and S [ R00 are equivalent.
In particular, for any resolvent T of  holds S [ T ` S [ R00; we say that R00 is more
general than T modulo S . | Since the operators of the left parts of equations in
S are di erent unknowns not appearing in R, since their arguments are variables and
since S is cp-closed, the union S [ R of S and a cp-closure R of R is cp-closed, it is
a cp-closure of S [ R. Hence, S [ R is consistent if and only R is consistent. And if R
is consistent, then also R00 (as subset of S [ R00). Because of this, we search only for
most general potential mj-derivations whose most general resolvent is consistent.
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